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Success does 

not make you a great 
leader; it reveals the 

leader you already are. 
it reveals the


leader you already are. 



resonance map:  

navigating the self

Less AuthenticMore Authentic

The shorter the distance, the more authentic our expression, and the greater the distance, the less authentic our expression.

More Transparency

High Resonance Low Resonance

Less Transparency

RESONANCE LEVEL

MASK DENSITY

AUTHENTICITY MODEL

Identities and values formation: visible and invisible components

Resonance: The harmony or congruency between my true-self (invisible: unconscious) and 
the masks I wear (visible: conscious) that are my many selves (identity: expressed values).

VISIBLE / CONSCIOUS

external experience Ingestion internal dialogue IngestionValue Driver

SELF-AUTHORINGEXPERIENCE-AUTHORING

unconscious acquirer conscious DesignerValue Adoption

Mask

Less satisfied with self & community.

Uncertain, unstable, and unpredictable.

More satisfied with self & community.

Independent, reliable, and predictable.

Overwhelmed, avoidant, 
and procrastinates

Sense of belonging, accessible, 

capacity for more

Personal / Social Impact

R o l e  d r i v e n

v a l i d a t i o n

INVISIBLE / UNCONSCIOUS

impulse-responsive Formation intentional formationThink / Thoughts

C O R E  V A L u e s

v a l u e  F o r m a t i o n

reactive & uncontrolled processing moderated & controlled processingSense / Feel / Envision
b e l i e f s

p r i n c i p l e s

unconscious automation conscious self-awarenessActions / Behaviors
b e i n g n e s s

Auto-Protector Fierce ExplorerTrue-Self
I d e n t i t y  f o r m a t i o n

e v o l u t i o n EARLY LIFE TEENS YOUNG LIFE ADULT LIFE
MASTERyoperationalize, REFINEexperiment, innovateEMERGE, LEARN

Unlimited value creation to self, others, and worldLimited value creation to self, others, and world

True

Self



SCORECARD

Authenticity and Resonance Ratings

authenticity Survey

& Evaluation
Assess your score out of 5, where 5 is the highest and 1 is the lowest.

Giving each statement a score of “3” is off limits. No fence sitting! 

Experience-Authoring Mind Self-Authoring Mind Compassion & Intentional Curiosity

For help understanding the scorecard outcomes and next steps, contact April@AprilHansenSpeaks.com

 I frequently take on tasks at work because it's what's expected of me, even if they don't align with 
my personal career goals.

 When given a task at work, I often consider how it aligns with my personal career goals and values, 
even if it's praised by my superiors.

 I ensure that I am fully present when someone is speaking to me and avoid distractions.

Experience-Authoring Mind 

Self-Authoring Mind

Compassion and Intentional Curiosity

 Related to my continuing education, I often choose courses or majors based on what I think will be 
most impressive to others, rather than my personal interests.

 Related to my continuing education, I pursue topics that genuinely interest me, even if they're not 
seen as the most popular or prestigious.

 I practice positive self-talk and combat critical or negative inner dialogues.

 I often go along with what my friends or partner want to avoid conflict, even if it's not what I 
personally desire.

 In my relationships, I communicate my boundaries and needs, even if it might cause temporary 
conflict.

 I maintain eye contact and offer non-verbal cues (like nodding) to show I'm actively engaged in the 
conversation.

 My beliefs are largely influenced by what I've been taught by my family or community, and I haven't 
questioned them much.

 I have taken the time to truely reflect on my values and beliefs, even if they differ from my family or 
community.

 I believe in investing in personal development and growth opportunities.
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TOP 5 ACTIONS to transform your

authenticity
– HOW to IMPROVE mental and physical HEALTH and well-being.

expressing COMPASSIONATE & INTENTIONAL CURIOSITY

EXTENDING RADICAL GENEROSITY WITH SELF AND OTHERS

Navigating the JOURNEY of the SELVES

focusing on purpose, values, and life-learning

authoring / monitoring Resonance to the True-Self

 Listening to an Inner Voice: Authentic individuals often prioritize their inner feelings 
and intuition over external pressures or societal expectations

 Self-Reflection: Engaging in regular self-reflection to understand and stay aligned 
with one's true self can be seen as an aspect of authentic expression.

 True to Self: Authentic expression often means being true to one's own values, 
beliefs, and feelings, even when they're unpopular or different from the norm

 Accepting Imperfections: Being authentic can mean embracing and expressing 
one's flaws and imperfections, not just the idealized or positive aspects of oneself.

 Self-Guidance: Feelings of resonance can serve as inner guidance. When faced 
with decisions, individuals might lean into what resonates with their true-self as a 
compass pointing towards choices that align with their authentic being.

 Enhanced Leadership: Authentic leaders, those who lead with honesty, integrity, 
and transparency, often garner more respect and trust from their teams, leading 
to better collaboration and organizational outcomes

 Prioritize Personal Development: Investing in personal development and growth 
opportunities.

 Identity and Values: When something resonates with us at the level of identity, it 
means that it aligns closely with our truely held beliefs, values, or sense of self. For 
example, reading a quote or hearing a story that perfectly captures our worldview 
might give us a feeling of resonance.
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What is in your toolkit?

elevate your SUCCESS!

G R O W T H  &  S t r a t e g y  I N S I G H T S

Authenticity, Resonance, Generosity, and Curiosity 

Advanced Leadership Advisory

Transformation & Professional Coaching 


Growth & Strategy 


Learning & Development, Training, & Workshops

CONTACT APRIL TO LEARN MORE
April@AprilHansenSpeaks.com

mailto:april@aprilhansenspeaks.com

